.3 Civil and political rights of other social groups

Groups other than ethnic and national groups

Unless other instructions are given, observe the following table of preference, e.g., young women 323.34 (not 323.352):

- Occupational and religious groups 323.38
- People with disabilities and illnesses, gifted people 323.37
- Groups identified by miscellaneous social attributes 323.32
- People by gender or sex 323.33–323.34
- Age groups 323.35
- Relatives 323.36

Class a specific civil right of social groups in 323.4; class a specific political right of social groups in 323.5

.33 People by gender or sex

Standard subdivisions are added for either civil or political rights or both

For transgender and intersex people, see 323.327; for women, see 323.34

.331 Men

Standard subdivisions are added for either civil or political rights or both

Class here males

.34 Women

Standard subdivisions are added for either civil or political rights or both

Class here females

.35 Age groups

Standard subdivisions are added for either civil or political rights or both

.36 Relatives

Add to base number 323.36 the numbers following —085 in —0851–0855, e.g., progeny 323.364

Subdivisions are added for either civil or political rights or both

.37 People with disabilities and illnesses, gifted people

Add to base number 323.37 the numbers following —087 in —0871–0879, e.g., people with mobility impairments 323.373

Subdivisions are added for either civil or political rights or both

.38 Occupational and religious groups

Add to base number 323.38 the notation 001–999, e.g., nondominant religious groups 323.382

Subdivisions are added for either civil or political rights or both